ABC Coloring Puzzles
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter A:

ant, apron, apple, anchor, airplane
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter B:

balloon, boat, bird, bus, bee
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Letter C Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter C:

clown, cat, cow, cupcake, carrot
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter D:

door, deer, dog, drum, duck
Letter E Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter E

envelope, egg, ears, eyes, elephant
Letter F Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter F:

  fish, frog, feather, football, fence
Letter G Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter G:

- globe
- glasses
- grapes
- giraffe
- guitar
Letter H Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter H:

helmet, house, hammer, horse, hat
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Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter I:

ice cream, iron, ink, igloo, ice skate
Letter J Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter J:

- jellyfish
- jet
- juice
- jam
- jeans
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter K:

kite, koala, key, kayak, kangaroo
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter L:

lamb, lamp, leaf, lion, lemons
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Letter M Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter M:

mailbox, mouse, monkey, mittens, mop
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Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter N:

net, nuts, needle, nail, nest
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter O:

- ostrich
- orange
- oven
- octopus
- owl
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter P:

pencil, pie, pirate, pear, paint
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter Q:

quarter, queen, question mark, quilt, quiver
Letter R Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter R:

- robot
- raccoon
- rose
- rabbit
- rocket
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Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter S:

strawberry, socks, star, seal, snail
Letter T Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter T:

tomato, train, turkey, turtle, toothbrush
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter U:

unicycle, umbrella, upside down, unicorn, underwear
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter V:

vacuum, volcano, violin, valentine, vulture
Letter W Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter W:

window, watermelon, watch, whale, wagon
Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin or end with the Letter X:

relax, x-ray, xylophone, fox, pox
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Letter X Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces. Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter X:

- xiphias
- x-ray
- xenops
- xylophone
- xylocarp
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Letter Y Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter Y:

yarn, yak, yardstick, yam, yoyo
Letter Z Puzzle

Print the puzzle on cardstock, if possible. Color the pictures, then cut apart pieces.

Have fun with the puzzle as you learn words that begin with the Letter Z:

zigzag, zucchini, zipper, zebra, zoo